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Let 7’ denote the forgetful fuactor from the cat of quasi-unif~ spuces and quasi- 
uniformly continuous maps to the cutegory Top o andcuntinuqus 
the first part of this paper we develop a general method to 
quasi-uniformities 6n topological spaces. We use t&s technique to er a question Oa G.C.L 
Briimmer in the negative by exhibiting a nontransitive T-section that is @aarser than the (transitive) 
locally finite covering quasi-uniformity. In the second part of this paper we skw that the Pervin 
functor restricted to the category ISarts of Hausdoti spaces and continuous maps is the coarsest 
functor that puts compatible quasi-uniformities on the Hausdurff spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
We recall the following terminology from 133. A functoriul admissible quasi- 
uniformity on the topological spaces is a functor F: Top + Quu such that TF = 1, 
i.e., F is a right inverse or section of T, briefly a T-section. A T-section is transitive 
if FX is a transitive quasi-uniform space for each X E Top. If F and G are T-sections, 
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for Sciedic and Industrial Research. 
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we say that F is coarser than G, written F s G, provided that the quasi-uniformity 
of FX is coarser than the quasi-uniformity of GX whenever X E Top. 
In the first part of this paper we develop a fairly general technique to construct 
nontransitive (admissible) quasi-uniformities on topological spaces. As an applica- 
tion of our method we show that Briimmer’s problem [3,2.18] whether a T-section 
that is coarser than some transitive T-section is necessarily transitive has s negative 
answer. To this end we define the following T-section S, which is coarser than the 
locally finite covering quasi-uniformity: For any X in Top the quasi-uniformity of 
SX is generated by the Pervin quasi-uniformity of X and the finest uniformity 
whose underlying to is coarser than the topology of X. We prove that for an 
arbit ausdoti space X the quasi-uniformity of SX is transitive 
if and only if X is boundedly paracompact. The techniques developed during these 
ens are SO general that we can hope that they will find further applications 
ntly the T-section S constructed above was used in the study 
mensional bispaces [I].) 
the krvin functor is the coarsest 7kction on Top [2, 
IS]. The proof of this result given in [2] uses the facts that the Sierpkiski 
* = ({O* l), {& {0}, {OS I}}) admits a unique qu~i-unifo~i~ and that each 
space .X is i&id for the set of allI continuous maps fromt X to LX 
this proof slightly one can easily show that the ccmfsest fmctorial 
on the ~~~~et~ regtriat topo@icaI spaces is given 
+UmIf, because the uniformity of C*[O, 1) is the 
ity on the unit interval [0, l] equipped with the 
1.471. Here Greg denotes the category of com- 
ar to~lo~~ spaces and ~ntinuo~ maps and Unif denotes the 
formly ~n~nuous maps. Fu~e~o~ for each 
the uniform space C*X is de&red to carry the uniformity initial for the 
~n~~uo~ maps from X to [O, 1] where [OS I] is equipped with its unique compatible 
uniformity (compare [3, p. 1661). 
On the other hand the answer to the fol~o~ng natural related question seems to 
be unknown. 
R&km. Is the Pervin q~~i-unifo~ity the coarsest admissible fun~o~al quasi- 
uniformity on the category of regular topological spaces and continuous maps? 
While this question remains open, we show in the second part of this paper that 
ihe Pervin functor is the coarsest functor from Haus to Qua that puts compazibie 
qu~i-unifo~ities on the Hausdoti spaces. Since each HausdorE space that admits 
a coarsest quasi-uniformity is locally compact (and, thus completely regular) [ 13, 
Corollary 31, our proof is necessarily different from the proof used in [Z] to establish 
the corresponding result for Top cited above. 
Terminology of this paper is compatible with [S]. By N, Q, and 88 we shall denote 
the set of positive integers, the set of rationak, and the set of reals resyectively. As 
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usual, we often denote a topological (a quasi-uniform) space and its underlying set 
by the same letter. Let a, 6 E R and a c b. The open interval {x E R: a c x c 6) will 
be denoted by ]a, b[. Similarly, we use ]a, b] to denote the set {x E 
In order to illustrate the notion of a functorial admissible quasi-uniformity we 
finish this introduction with three simple examples. In the discussion of the first 
example the following characterization f totally bounded’ quasi-uniform spaces 
will be useful. (As usual, for an arbitrary set B we use [B]* to denote the set 
{A G B: card A = 2}.) 
Lemma 1.1. A quasi-uniform space (X, %) is totally bounded if and only if each 
subspace ofboth (X, %) and (X, W’) is precompact. 
proof, It is easy to see that if a quasi-uniform space (X, %) is totally bounded, then 
each subspace of both (X, *) and (X, WI) is precompact (corn I39 P* 121)* 
In order to prove the converse assume that (X, %) is a quasi-uniform space s 
that each subspace of both (X, @) and (X, W’) is precompact. Suppose that (X, 
is not totally bounded. Then there are a VE 9 and a sequence 
X such that x,@(VnV-*)(x~) whenever n, keN and n>k 
Define a map h : [S]*+ (0, I} as follows, For each n, k E 
set h({x,, ;It,)) = 1 if JC~ L V(Q), and set h({xk, x,)) =!! if x, E V(x,) (and, thus, 
x, If V-*(x,)). By Ramsey’s theorem [7, p. 163 there is an infinite subset Y of S such 
that the map h : [S]*+{09 1) is constant on [ yl*. However h cannot be equal to 1 
on [ Y]*, because the subspace ( Y, 9 1 Y) of (X, %) is precompgsct and h cannot be 
equal to 0 on [ y3*, because the subspace ( Y, W’ f Y) of (X, %-I) is precompact-a 
contradiction. We conclude that (X, @) is totally bounded. CI 
ExampIe 1.2. Let X be the subset {k + s/k: k E and sE(09.=.,k-1)) of the set 
Q of rational numbers. Define a quasi-pseudo-metric d on X as follows: 
@my)= I 0, if xsy, x-y, if x>y. 
As usual, denote by e(d) the quasi-uniformity on X generated by the base 
(U,:n~lil} on XxX where U,={(x,y)~XxX:d(x,y)<tfn) whenever nc 
Note that the quasi-uniformity q(d) does not have a transi base. (Otherwise 
there would exist a transitive entourage T E S(d) and an n E uch that U, c Tc 
U, . However this is impossible, since (2n + 1,2n) E Up\ Ul .) 
We show that the (transitive) fine quasi-uniformity of X and the Pervin quasi- 
uniformity of X are the only elements of the set { ‘E there is a T-section S : Top + Quu 
such that V is the quasi-uniformity of the space SX}. 
’ Let us recall that a quasi-uniform space (X, SC) is called precompact [S, p. 511 if for each V E @ 
there exists a finite subset F of X such that V(F) = X and that it is called totalZy bounded if for each 
VE 91 there exists a finite cover {Ai : i = 1, . . . , n) of X such that (A, x Ai) c V for each i = 1, . . - , n [5, 
p. 121. It is clear (and well known) that each totally bounded quasi-uniform space is precompact ?Z is 
not difficult to see that the converse does not obtain (compare e.g. [14]). 
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Pro&. Let Y be a quasi-uniformity different from the Pervin quasi-uniformity of 
X so that there is some T-section S : Top-, Quu such that T is the quasi-uniformity 
of SX. Since X is hereditarily compact, it admits a unique compatible totally bounded 
quasi-uniformity, namely the Pervin quasi-uniformity (see e.g. [ 121). Hence “v” cannot 
be totaUy bounded. By Lemma 1.1 the quasi-uniformity Y-’ cannot be hereditarily 
precompact, because the quasi-uniformity ‘Ip is hereditarily precompact, since X is 
heredi compact. Hence there are a VE 9$ and a strictly increasing sequence 
( a,: II of elements of X such that ok e V(0;) whenever k, s E N such that k c s. 
Since the topological embedding i: (41, : n EN}-, X is continuous and S is a T- 
section, (i x i)-’ V= U {{a, {rr, : s 2 n, s E N}: n E N} belongs to the quasi-unifor- 
mity of the space S{a,: II Let j : X + {a,, : n EN} be the bijection that respects 
the natural orders both on X and {a,, : n EN). Clearly the mapj is a homeomorphism. 
Since S is a T-section, we conclude that U {(x} x {y E X: y 2 x}: x E X} E “v: Hence, 
obviously9 ual to the fine quasi-uniformity of X. Cl 
1.3. We discuss an example that illustrates a fairly general method to 
fy a given T-section using subcategories of Top that are coreflective in Top. 
ume that S : Cmg + Qaa is a functor that puts compatibie quasi-uniformities on 
the completely regular topological spaces. For each X E Greg let S’ be the quasi- 
uniform space that equips X with the quasi-uniformity generated by the set of all 
of SX together with the collection {[G x G] u [(X\G) x X]: G is open 
osed in the sequential coreflection’ of X}. Then, obviously, S’ : Greg-, 
defines a functor that puts compatible quasi-uniformities on the completely 
regular spaces. In particular, let us suppose that S= C*. Clearly S’= C*X 
whenever X E Greg is sequential. On the other hand the quasi-uniformity of S’ is 
the Pervin quasi-uniformity of X whenever X is an extremally disconnected3 
Tychonoff space, since each subset of an extremally disconnected Tychonoff space 
is sequentially open (see e.g. [17, Theorem 14.1.53). 
In the beginning of this section we remarked that the Tech functor C* : Greg + Unif 
describes the coarsest functorial admissible quasi-uniformity on Greg Since C* is 
not transitive, it is interesting to observe that one can easily describe the coarsest 
tmnsilive functorial admissible quasi-uniformity on Greg. 
Example 1.4. Let X be a completely regular topological space and let NX be the 
quasi-uniform space (X, N(X)) where .W( X) is the quasi-uniformity on X that is 
generated by the subbase {[G x G] u [(X\G) x X]: G is a cozero-set of X). Clearly 
’ Recall that a subset A of a topological space X is said to be sequentially open if any sequence in 
X converging to a point in A lies eventually in .4. The space X is said to be sequential if every sequentially 
open subset of X is open in X. It is well known that the family of all sequentially open subsets of X 
forms a topology on X that is finer than the original topology on X. The set X endowed with this 
topology is the so-called sequential coreflection of the space X (see e.g. [9, Theorem 51 and [ 111). 
3 A topological space is called extremalf’ disconnected if the closure of every open set is open. 
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N : Greg + Quu is a transitive functorial admissible quasi-uniformity on Greg. We 
show that N is the coarsest transititle functorial admissible quasi-uniformity on Greg. 
Proof. Let S : Greg + Quu be a transitive functorial admissible quasi-uniformity on 
Greg. Fix X E Greg and consider an arbitrary continuous map g : X + [O, I]. (Here, 
as usual, the unit interval [0, I] carries the Euclidean topology.) Set G = g’*(]O, 11). 
We wish to show that [G x G] u [(X\G) x X] belongs to the quasi-uniformity of 
SX. Since SOP (where R is equipped with the Euclidean topology 3) is a transitive 
quasi-uniform space, there exists a transitive entourage T belonging to the quasi- 
uniformity of SIU such that T(0) &j-l, I[. Let ]a, b[ be a maximal convex subset 
of the sopen set T(0). Set H = [T(O) x T(O)]u [( f Then H belongs 
to the quasi-uniformity of SIZ, because Ts H. Consider the continuous map 
f:[O,1]~IPdefinedbyf(x)=~(6-a)x+aforeachx~[O,1].Notethatf(0)~T(O), 
but that f(x) E T(0) whenever x E 10, 11. Since fo g : X *R is continuous* we con- 
clude that ((f 0 g) x (fe g))-‘H = [G x G]u [(X\G) x X] belongs to the quasi- 
uniformity of SX It follows that N 6 S. Cl 
2. A amtmdive T-section 
In this section the following terminology will be useful. We will call a subset A 
of a set X a rejiner of a cover % of X if A is contained in some member of %‘. 
Given a uniformity % on X, a collection 33 of subsets of X will be called (YI-discrete 
(compare e.g. [16, Definition 4.73) if there exists an entourage U E % such that for 
each x E X the set U(x) intersects at most one member of Asusual,acover% 
of X is said to be %-uniform if there exists a U E % such that { U(x): x E X} refines 
c&, Our method to construct nontransitive quasi-uniformities relies on the following 
technical lemma. 
2.1. Let (X, .9) be a topological space* let V be a s~v~nret~k entourage of a 
uniformity -2 onXsuch that 3(%)s34zzLk~ %=@i;jEl,.-_,n} (nE 
jinite collection of open subsets of X. Set P = fl ([Gi X Gi] u [(X\Gi) x X]: 
l - I- 1 ,...,n) and H-i)((VnP)‘: IEN}. 73en the cover %=(H(x)zx~X) of X 
has a refinement u (B$ : i = 1,. . . , s) such that s - (2” and such that ewh collection 
9Bi is %-discrete. 
Proof. Choose a symmetric entourage WE % such that W*C_ K For each k E 
10 ,...,n} set Sk={x~X:card{G:x~G~%~=k}. We construct for each kg 
10 , . . . , n} a set Sk of collections of refiners of %’ such that 
(i) card Sk s (i), 
(ii) S,cU{U93: %k.Z&), 
(iii) for each x E X and each 39 E 2, the set W(x) intersects at most one member 
of 8. 
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Let kE(O,...,n}. Set Pk=Pn[&XsJ, Vk= Vn[&xS,J, Hk= 
U{(Vkn Pk)‘: lrN} and J& ={Pk(x). l x E Sk). Since card 93~ n, it is clear that 
card&<(~). Foreachelement GE.& set SB(G)={H&): XES~ and Pk(x)=G}. 
Fufihemore set Zk = {Se(G): G E J&}. Since for each x E Sk we have that Hk(x) c 
H(x), we see that the elements of .& are collec&ions of refiners of x Obviously 3k 
satisfies condition (i). 
arbitrary XE Sk* Then P&(x) E and thus x E Hk(x) where Hk(x) E 
Hence 3!$ satisfies condition 
sume that we have that W(x) A H&z,) #0 and W(x) A Hk(bl) #0 
G)E 3$. By the definition of 3(G) 
Sk. Choose a E W(x) n Hk(a,) and 
& Then (o, b}E& and (4b)E W’n W-‘c Vn V-‘. Hence 
n Ka. By the definition of Hk rthene exist m, p E N\(l) and a2,. . . , a,,,, 
aA (a,, a~), l l . 9 (a,, d E n pk and @,, M, 
reover by the definition of the set GE is 
to the trace of the intersection of a subcollection of exactly k elements of % 
’ Since tz2e &(a,) = G s Sk, we see that I$(& = Pk(a,) by the definition of 
&. In&ztivelywegetthatP!(a)=P~(a,)=)=P~(a,,,_l)=~ l l =Pk(a,)=G.Thecorre- 
nding argument yiehis that P&(b) = Pk(b,,) = Pl(b,,_,) = 9 - l = Pk(b,) = G. Since 
ce that each of the points (a,, a2), ( a2, a3), . . . , (a,,,, a), ( bl, b2), 
, b) and (a, b) belongs to V,, n K’n Pk n Pi’ and that (a,, b,)E 
(&n&) m+C+N n (Vr, n Pk)-(m*P+I)_ Hence a, E H&( b,) and bl E Ha(a,). Since Hk is 
transitive, it follows t Mu,)= Hk(bl). We have shown that W(x) intersects at 
t one member of G). Hence 9k satisfies condition (iii). This completes the 
nstruction of the sets (5fa)o~a~n. 
Finally set ZZ=u{&: k= }- Then card Pact=, (l) =2”. It follows 
from condition (ii) that U{U E&,Osksn}=X. Hence U{9?: SBEZ’~, 
=0)..., n} is a refinement of of the kind described in Lemma 2.1, Cl 
After 
section. 
preparations we are ready to prove the main result contained in this 
Prwposition 2.2. Let sP( X) denote the Pervin quasi-uniformity of a given topological 
space (X, Y) and let Q be an arbitrary uniformity on X such that Y( %) s 9. Denote 
thesupremum quasi-uniformity ofthe quasi-uniformities 9(X) and % on X by 9( X, Q ). 
Furthermore, l t9t (X, CilG ) be the finest ransitive quasi-uniformity on X that is contained 
in 9(X, e).” Then ;P( X, %) = sP,( X, %) (i.e., the quasi-uniformity 9(X, %) is transf 
tive) if and only if each %-uniform cover of X has a Y-open refinement that is the 
’ We use the convention that n 8 = X. 
’ Clearly 9(X) c 9,(X, %) c SCX, %). Hence 9,(X, %!) is a compatible quasi-uniformity on X. Note 
that by [S, Proposition 5.31 the quasi-uniformity 9(X, %) is coarser than the locally finite covering 
quasi-uniformity Z%(X) of X. Some general remarks on the transitive bireflection of a quasi-uniform 
space are contained in [3, 2.18). 
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union of finitely many %-discrete collections. (Conditions of this kind are studied in 
the dimension theory of unijiwm spaces (see e.g. [lo]).) 
Proof, Assume that 9(X, %) = 9,(X, B). Consider an arbitrary entourage E E @. 
There exists an entourage M E % such that M*E E. Since 9 s 9(X, %), we have 
that Ad E 9(X, ‘40 = 9,(X, %). Hence there xists a transitive entourage TE Yt(X, %) 
such that T s M. Since T E sP( X, %), there exist P E 9(X) and a symmetric entourage 
VE ‘311 such that (P n V) C_ T. We assume without loss of generality that P = 
n {[ Gi x Gi] u [(X\Gi) x X]: i = 1,. . . , e} where e E and {G,,..*,G,)CK Set 
I!# = u {(P n V)‘: I EN}. Then H C_ T, since T is transitive. Moreover, H(x) s M(x) 
whenever x E X Applying Lemma 2.1 to the cover {H(x): x E X} of X we get that 
there are an h E ,afefinementU{5Bi:i=l,..., h) of the cover {M(x): XE X} of 
X and a symmetric entourage K E % such that for each x E X and each i E { 1,. . . t ii} 
the set K(X) intersects atmost one member of the collection 48i. Choose a symmetric 
entourage WE % such that WC, AdI W*c K and W(x) E 9 whenever TTE X, For 
each iE{l,..., h} set Si={W(B):BESB,}. Then U{%i: i=l,...,h} is a 9- 
refinement of {E(x): x E X}. Moreover for each XE X and each i E { 1,. l et h 
set W(x) intersects at most one member of 5?& We conclude that each %-uniform 
cover of X has a sopen refinement that is the union of finitely many %d&crete 
collections. 
In order to prove the converse assume that each %-uniform cover of X has a 
Sr-open refinement that is the union of finitely many %-discrete collections. First 
we are going to show that % s sP,( X, %). To this end consider an arbitrary entourage 
VE . Choose a symmetric entourage U E 9 such that U* c K By our assumption 
the cover ( U(x): x E X} of X has a sopen refinement U { 9& : 1 s is n) (n E 
that there is a symmetric entourage WE % such that for each x E X and 
iE{l ,...,n}theset W(x)intersectsatmostonememberof~i.ForeachiE{1,...,n} 
set Gi = U 93’. Furthermore set P =n {[ Gi x Gi] v [(X\Gi) x X]: i = 1, . . . , n} and 
I#=U{(Wn P)‘: 1E }. Obviously HE 9”(X, 9). We wish argue that H c_ V. 
Consider an arbitrary x E X. There are an i E 41 o . . ~ =I? 22 G’E % such that 
x E G’. Let us show that H(x) c_ G’. Clearly P(x) 5 Gi by the definition of P, Since 
G’ is the only member of %‘i that has a nonempty intersection with w(x), it 5 
obvious that W(x) n P(x) = ( W n P)(x) c G’. Assume that ( W n P)‘(x) C_ G’ for 
some 1 EN. Consider an arbitrary a E ( W n P)“‘(x). There is a b E X such that 
a E ( W n P)( 6) and b E ( W n P)‘(x). Since b E G’, we see that P( 6) C_ Gi= We deduce 
that a E ( W n P)( 6) c G’, because W( 6) intersects only one member of (&, namely 
G’. We have proved that ( W n P)“‘(x) E G’. Therefore H(x) c G’ by the definition 
of H. 
Since G’ is a refiner of { U(x): x E X}, there exists a y E X such that G’s U(Y )- 
Thus H(x)s U(y)c U( U-‘)(x)c U*(x)c_ V(x). We have shown that H C V. It 
follows that VE 9,(X, %). Therefore % G .YJX, %). Since g(X) C_ Z(X, %), wz 
conclude that 9(X, a) s 9,(X, %). Hence we have pmed that l y(X, qb =’ 
%(x, W. q 
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We observe that Proposition 2.2 can be used to construct various kinds of 
(non)transitive (functorial) quasi-uniformities on a given topological space X by 
varying the considered uniformity % on X. In particular we are going to show next 
that a simple application of Proposition 2.2 yields a negative answer to Briimmer’s 
question mentioned in the introduction. 
be the finest uniformity 
ar topological space, 
is the finest compatible uniformity on YC) Denote the supremum quasi- 
on X by Y(X). 
pace X with the 
sition 22 it is easy to see that 
tive (see below). Si S is coarser than the transitive 
its locally finite covering quasi- 
answer to Btimmer’s question cited in 
ar topological space X is bounded& parwwnjmct [6, Theorem 
of X has an open refinement that is the union 
families. Note that boundedly paracompact HausdorfI 
spaces by some authors (see e.g. [4,8]). 
a paracompact Ilausdo@pace. men the quasi-uniformity 
2.3 is transitioe if and only ifX is boundedly paracompact. 
that Y(X) is a transitive quasi-uniformity. Consider an arbitrary 
of X. There is an entourage V belonging to the fine uniformity % of 
uch that ( V(x): x E X} refines because X is a paracompact HausdorfE space 
891 or [S, p. 991). Since Isp(X) is transitive, we conclude by Propoe%rr: 
an open refinement that is the union of finitely many discrete families. 
Hence X is boundedly paracompact. 
On the other hand suppose that X is boundedly paracompact. Consider an 
arbitrary entourage V belonging to the fine uniformity % of X The cover { V(x): x E 
X} has an open refinement hat is the union of finitely many discrete families 
(3) i lSiSn (to E Nj, because X is boundedly paracompact. Let x E X. For each i E 
{I )-*-, n} choose an open neighborhood Gi of x such that Gi intersects at most 
one member of 3+. Set H(x) = n {Gi : i = 1,. . . , n}. Since X is a paracompact 
Hausdoti space, there is a WE % such that { W(x): x E X} refines the open cover 
{H(x): x E X} of X (see [ 15, p. 2891 or [S, p. 991). Hence for each x E X and each 
iE{l,... , n} the set W(x) intersects at most one member of the collection ‘4i. By 
EDfoposition 2.2 we deduce that the quasi-uniformity Y(X) is transitive. 0 
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Remark 2.5. Using some well-known facts from dimension theory it is easy to give 
examples of metrizable spaces that arc not boundedly paracompact (see [6, Example 
11 or see [4,8]). 
3. Coarsest 7bections 
In this short section we prove that the Pervin functor restricted to the category 
Haus of Hausdoti spaces and continuous maps is the coarsest T-section that puts 
compatible quasi-uniformities on the Hausdorfl spaces. The related problem whether 
the Pervin quasi-uniformity is the coarsest functoriaf admissible quasi-uniformity 
on the category of regular topoiogical spaces and continuous maps remains open. 
The Perk qtcasi44nijiwmity 
on the Hausdorfspaces. 
is the coarsest functorial a&&&e 
Proof. Consider a functor S : Hams-, Qam that puts compatible quasi-uniformities 
on the Hausdoti spaces. Let X be a Ha or@ space and let G be an arbiiry, 
open subset of X. We consts_sct a topological space XG as 
x X) be the ground set of the space X, where IR denotes the set 
of real numbers. We define the topology of the space XG by specifying the following 
basic neighborhoods of its points. For each point y = (r, x) E 
hood of y is of the form ( GC where G’ is an arbitrary 
in X. For each irrational y basic neighborhood of y is of the fo 
(]y,y+a[xG)wherea~ and Q > 0. For each rational y E basic neighborhood 
of y is of the form G,(y) }u(]y-a,y[ x G) where a 
Clearly X, is a Hausdorfl space. Let < be the strong inclusion [S, p. 111 induced 
bY quasi-unifo ity of the quasi-uniform sp 
nE etA,={yE Q: GJ y) x G( yN= men 
the Baire Category Theorem (see e.g. [ 15, Theorem I I L7]) (applied t6s the set 
equipped with the Euclidean t ar’li, i ~eacmpry ( 3- Jopen interval 
1 of real numbers and an nOE uch that I c c~A,,~~. (4 
Choose q E I n Q. There is an m E such that GE,,Jq)cGI(q). By (4 we can 
choose an iE I n]q-I/m, q[ n]q- I/n,,, q[ n A,,. Since iE A,, we have that 
G,,,(i) < G,(i). Hence G,&i) n G,,,(q) c G,(q) and G,,,,(i) 0 G&q) < G&b 
It follows that GI/,,( i) A G,/,(q) c G,(i) n G,(q). Set d = ]i* q[ x G- Note that 
G,(i)nG,(q)=G,,,(i)nG,,,(q)=&ThereforeG<G:Letusset~~=[~xe]u 
[(XG\G) XX,]. It f o 11 ows that He belongs to the quasi-uniformity of the space 
SXG [S, Theorem 1.331. 
Let j : X + Xc be defined by j(x) = ($( i + q), x) for each point x of X. Note that 
the map j is continuous. In fact, j is a topological embedding. He 
is quasi-uniformly continuous. Thus (j x j)-‘Hc = [G x G] v [(X\ 
to the quasi-uniformity of the space SJC. 
36 H.-R A. Kiinzi 
Since this construction works Itbr any nonempty open subset G of X, we conclude 
that the Pervin quasi-uniformity is the coarsest functorial admissible quasi-unifor- 
mity on the HausdorfI spaces. Cl 
3.2. We note that if X is a Urysohn Space,6 then the space X0 constructed 
position 3.1 is a Urysohn space, too. It follows that the Pervin 
ity is also the coarsest functorial admissible quasi-uniformity on the 
n spaces and continuous maps. 
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c,A topological space X is called a Urysohn space if for every pair of distinct points x1, x2 E X there 
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